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Executive Summary 

The goal of this report is to inform the Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows, Katzie Local Immigration 

Partnerships strategic plan and future endeavours with the end result of improving 

coordination of effective services that facilitate immigrant settlement and integration. 

In order to accomplish this, research was conducted in our communities to provide greater 

understanding of: 

 the Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows, Katzie immigrant community profile; 

 the gaps and barriers that newcomers experience when accessing services and 

programs; 

 service provider’s experiences in serving and reaching out to newcomers and meeting 

their needs; 

 how to improve the quality of service provision and programming to newcomers while 

addressing their specific needs. 

 and newcomers vision of a welcoming community and how our communities can 

better support their integration. 

Over the course of the first year of LIPs inception in our communities, from spring 2014 to the 

present, several key objectives have been accomplished to support this report and include: 

two newcomer focus groups; three newcomer surveys; two service provider focus groups; and 

an asset mapping project. 

Immigrant Community Snapshot 
 

Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows vary in their immigrant profiles. Pitt Meadows, although 

substantially lower in population, has a much larger proportion of immigrants compared to 

that of Maple Ridge and also hosts the largest population of non-English speaking new 

immigrants. This could be due to established newcomers moving further out to the edge 

communities of the Lower Mainland where housing costs are still relatively low compared to 

Vancouver and other neighbouring communities. Another reason could be found in Pitt 

Meadows vast agricultural land reserves which appeal to newcomers, providing a sense of 

familiarity, security and affordability.  

The non-English speaking immigrant population tends to decrease as one moves northeast to 

the more rural regions of Maple Ridge. The population count of new immigrants in Maple 

Ridge primarily consists of individuals from the United Kingdom and United States – sixty three 

percent of new immigrants that settle in Haney North, Haney, North Pitt Meadows and Maple 
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Ridge East are English speaking. Therefore, concerted effort to maximize service provision and 

programming is required in adjoining neighbourhoods to the west, while keeping in mind 

accessibility barriers between communities. 

Newcomers 
Priorities defined in the first newcomer focus group are employment, language, and health 

needs.   Other needs expressed, but at a lower level, were anxiety 

and stress related to isolation and detachment from the 

homeland; drivers’ licensing issues, child care costs, starting a 

business, banking, transportation, building a circle of friends, and 

renting costs.   

Newcomer recommendations to mitigate the employment, health 

and language challenges include: volunteering, evaluation of 

foreign credentials and equivalency, self-help tools such as 

watching TV in English, more financial supports for credential 

recognition and upgrading of skills, and financial supports for child 

care.  It was suggested that immigrant health care professionals 

be fast tracked regarding equivalency of work experience and 

education as they would be an asset to offset language barriers. 

Finally, the creation of a pool of volunteers at hospitals to provide 

translation services when consulting health care specialists.   

The second focus group reiterated the recommendations set forth 

in the first focus group for essential services such as accessible 

language services for all newcomers, accessibility to health and 

translation services, credential recognition and employment, but 

also suggests that awareness and accessibility of services, 

programs, resources, government information, etc., be readily 

available and easy to find.   

It is clear that not just employment, but also the need to be heard 

and understood, updated immigration laws, safe, affordable 

housing and community wide education on racism are also 

integral to newcomer’s successful integration into Canadian 

communities. Agencies and organizations need to continue to 

advocate for policy change at all levels of government to 

accommodate the changes set forth in the recommendations 

above. It is imperative that we provide opportunities for their voice 

to be heard, in community and to government, in order to create 

positive change. 

To me 
‘Community’ 

means … 
 “Sharing” 

* 

 “Help teach 

each other” 

* 

“Everybody 

together, 
where we 

live” 
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The newcomer survey describes a sample population that is ethnically diverse with many 

differing cultures settling in our communities. Approximately one third of respondents are very 

new immigrants. Accessing community services is observed to be a tremendous success for 

many newcomers.  

Even though sixty six percent of surveyed respondents have been in Canada for over five 

years, compared to twenty one percent of all focus group participants, the challenges -  

education, employment and language barriers, remain more or less consistent among both 

datasets over relatively long periods of time. It is interesting to note that while health is a 

challenge for newcomers that participated in the focus groups it is less noteworthy in the 

surveys. One factor that could play into this anomaly could be the amount of time that a 

newcomer has been in Canada and/or our communities; the longer immigrants live in 

Canada, the better access to health services. 

Service Providers 
 

The Immigrant Integration to Service Provision dialogue with service providers gave significant 

amounts of meaningful information about what is currently working for organizations in relation 

to supports and ways of reaching out to immigrants. The focus group also identified gaps, 

barriers and potential recommendations to support them.  

Service Providers constructed twelve effective strategies to reach out to newcomers. The listed 

gaps, barriers and potential cost effective recommendations also support effective strategies 

to reach out to newcomers; guide newcomers and service providers through a complicated 

system of delivery service; create the capacity within all community to support newcomers 

through a patient and compassionate lens; distribute information effectively to newcomers 

and service providers; and hone in on volunteers’ skills to provide interpretation and translation 

services. 

The creation of a multicultural hub and cultural diversity training are the two most important 

tools in the service provider’s toolbox, followed by providing all materials in several languages 

and supporting newcomers with translation and interpretation services in person and online.  

Assets Maps 
Both asset maps showing placement of programs and services are speaking the same 

language. Newcomers are facing grave accessibility issues connecting to services and 

programs due to high residential development, lack of public transportation to outlying and 

rural areas and lack of available space in neighbourhoods that need services and programs 

the most, i.e., Maple Ridge North and East and Pitt Meadows. Gaps in service provision and 

programming do exist, in part due to the geography of our communities and two major transit 

corridors that dissect them east to west; to the north our communities are primarily rural; and to 
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the south and east rapid residential development with few services, including public schools, 

exist. Many agencies and organizations are also underfunded and are already operating at 

maximum funding capacity; they do not have the capital to expand services and programs. 

Currently, Pitt Meadows is situated as the neighbourhood with the highest need for service 

provision and programming. With, by far, the highest number of non-English speaking 

immigrants combined with the highest number of total immigrants out of all six 

neighbourhoods and the fewest services and programs locally available to newcomers, Pitt 

Meadows requires special attention from service providers and local governments. Further 

study of Pitt Meadows is required to understand if its newcomers are accessing services across 

the bridge in Port Coquitlam or if they are utilizing the services and programs available to 

immigrants in Maple Ridge. Creating awareness of options available to these newcomers in 

Pitt Meadows is high priority, along with an action plan to break down barriers to accessing 

services and programs, if they are not already being accessed. Service providers should 

continue to effectively collaborate on projects and perhaps look at an integrated hub model 

of service delivery in Pitt Meadows. 

Although Pitt Meadows is a high priority neighbourhood, other areas discussed above in 

Maple Ridge should continue to be readily supported, especially the rural and developing 

areas.  
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Recommendations 
The recommendations below are based on all newcomer and service provider focus groups 

and surveys. The gaps, barriers and population statistics provided in this report through the 

asset maps will help to guide these recommendations regarding concentration of efforts and 

priorities.  

Newcomers Recommendations 

Employment 

 Financial supports to cover child care costs 

 Breakdown financial barriers to retraining 

 Increase opportunities for volunteer work and employment 

 Streamline process for foreign credentials and foreign work 

experience 

Language 

 Make Immigrant Settlement Services of BC (ISS) online supports 

easier to read and understand for lower levels of English 

 Increase the options and number of language supports available - 

even if there is a cost involved 

 Language programs for different levels are required for immigrants 

that do not qualify for the Language Instruction for New Comers to 

Canada (LINC) program 

Health  

 Create a repository of health care specialists (doctors, dentists, 

etc.) that speak other languages and are taking new patients 

 Create a bank of volunteers at the local hospital that speak 

different languages 

 Create opportunities for newcomers to connect with other 

newcomers and community members to reduce isolation and 

mental health issues 

Education 
 Breakdown financial barriers for Post-secondary education costs  

Community Information & 

Awareness 

 Local community and government information, such as, garbage 

collection, recycling, utilities, schools, transportation should be 

available and accessible 

 

Service Providers Recommendations – Top 3 
For Newcomers Toolbox For Service Providers  

 Create a database of translation and 

interpretation volunteers 

 Collaborate to cut the costs for certified 

translation services 

 Embrace positive attitudes: compassion, 

patience, non-judgement, open-mindedness, 

and willingness to listen through diversity training 

 Create orientation and/or networking 

sessions at the libraries to increase 

awareness of programs  

 Create packages for newcomers and make 

them available at the libraries 

 Create a mechanism to connect service 

providers with newcomers 

 Create a multicultural HUB or two, one for 

Maple Ridge and one for Pitt Meadows 
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Introduction 

Background 

The Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows and Katzie Local Immigration Partnership (LIPs) has three 

project objectives during the two year duration of the project:  

1) Systematize local engagement of service providers and other organizations; 

2) Support community-level research and strategic planning and; 

3) Improve coordination of effective services that facilitate immigrant settlement and 

integration. 

The recommendations outlined in this report aim to inform and support the LIPs strategic 

planning process in order to implement objective 3 above. In order to accomplish this, 

research was conducted in our communities to provide greater understanding of: 

 the gaps and barriers that newcomers experience when accessing services and 

programs; 

 newcomers vision of a welcoming community and how our communities can better 

support their integration; 

 service provider’s experiences in serving and reaching out to newcomers; 

 and how to improve the quality of service provision and programming to newcomers 

while addressing their specific needs. 

Data Collection 

Newcomer Focus Groups & Surveys, Service Provider Focus Groups & Asset Maps 

Over the course of the first year of LIPs inception in our communities, from spring 2014 to 

present, several key objectives have been accomplished to support this report and include: 

two newcomer focus groups; three newcomer surveys; two service provider focus groups; and 

an asset mapping project. 

 Two newcomer focus groups were held in October and November 2014  

 Three newcomer surveys were conducted at the annual Maple Ridge and Pitt 

Meadows Community Resource Fair, Work BC, and an English Conversation Group 

 Two service provider focus groups were held in February and March 2015 

 Asset mapping database and maps completed March 2015 with guidance of the LIPs 

Council. 
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The first newcomer focus group included a total of 12 participants, 10 of which have settled in 

our communities in the last four years. The second newcomer focus group included a total of 

17 participants, 13 of which have settled in our communities in the last five years.  

A total of three newcomer surveys were collected in fall and winter 2014/15– one at a 

community resource fair and two others via community partners, Work BC and the Community 

Literacy’s ‘English Conversation Group’. The total number of respondents represented sixteen 

countries and twelve different languages with 9 individuals settling in our communities within 

the last 2 years. 

The first service provider focus group included 17 representatives from varying community 

agencies and organizations while the second service provider focus group included 10 

representatives. The majority of participants for both focus groups consisted of already 

engaged members of the LIPs Council in Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows and Katzie. Sector 

representation included: settlement, literacy, mental health, sports and recreation, child 

protection, interfaith, library, private sector, family services, early childhood, food security and 

seniors. 

A database of assets, including multicultural events, centres of worship, programs and services 

was completed December 2014. In total, 162 assets were included in the database – 11 

multicultural events, 50 centres of worship, 24 programs and 77 services. This database was 

used to create an asset mapping project. These maps were used to visually compare 

programs and services in our communities in order to understand where existing gaps in 

programming and service provision exist and if the existing services and programs are meeting 

the needs of local newcomers.  

When individual assets are activated, or clicked on in the mapping software, a dialogue box 

for that asset opens showing contact, location, program, service, event or worship information, 

and website if available. The information that the maps can relay is extremely valuable for 

service providers to connect with other services and programs for their clientele; to understand 

where a new service should be located; and to help with planning and funding for future 

services and programming. More importantly, the mapping platform is relatively easy to use 

and will aid newcomers in our communities to find the service, program, event or centre of 

worship that they are looking for. 

The maps were created using geographies that represent the early childhood development 

sector for our school district. Currently, six neighbourhood boundaries comprise the geography 

for our school district which includes Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows and Katzie. The Human Early 

Learning Partnership (HELP) out of UBC has created these mapping boundaries for the region, 

with community input and consensus. An important benefit to using the HELP mapping 

boundaries for newcomers is that the National Household Survey 2011 variables for both Maple 

Ridge and Pitt Meadows have been aggregated into neighbourhoods where individuals that 

have completed the survey live. The maps not only include layers of assets but also a base 

layer, using graduated colour schemes to measure the total number of immigrants by 

neighbourhood. Each neighbourhood title can also be activated, when clicked on, to open 

dialogue box that shows the top five ethnicities of recent immigrants (2006 – 2011) using the 

National Household Survey 2011 Community Profiles for Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge.  
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Immigrant Community Snapshot 

Where is Pitt Meadows & Maple Ridge? 

The District of Maple Ridge lies on the north 

shore of the Fraser River, 45 km east of the 

City of Vancouver in British Columbia. 

Nestled against the Coast Mountains, 

Maple Ridge is a community that 

combines small-town atmosphere with 

close proximity to a major trade centre.   

Pitt Meadows is a dynamic municipality, 

nestled between the mighty Fraser River 

and the majestic Golden Ears mountains. 

The most recent regional profile 

information based on the 2011 Census, 

indicates significant growth in the region 

by 2041 within our communities. Katzie is a 

First Nations reserve located along side of the Fraser River in the southern region of Pitt 

Meadows. Currently, Katzie is not home to any newcomers.    

Key Facts for our Communities 
 

 

Total Population (2011) 

Immigrants 

New Immigrants (2006 – 2011) 

Non-Permanent Residents 

Total Immigrants & Non-Permanent Residents 

% of Immigrants & Non-Permanent Residents  

% of New Immigrants (2006 – 2011) 

 

 

Pitt Meadows  

17,710 

3,990 

600 

60 

4,050 

22.9% 

3.4% 

 

Maple Ridge 

75,140 

12,935 

1355 

355 

13,290 

17.7% 

1.8% 

 

Table 1 - Sources: Statistics Canada, National Household Survey Profiles 2011 
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Top Five Source Areas of Recent Immigrants by % of Newcomer 

Population: 2011 
 

 Pitt Meadows Maple Ridge 

1 25% Philippines         16% United Kingdom 

2 15% South Korea   6%   United States  

3 8%   India                     6%   South Africa 

4 3%   United Kingdom   5%   Philippines  

5 2%   Americas (General)  3%   China 

 

 
Table 2 - Source: Statistics Canada, National Household Survey Profiles 2011 

Where Do Immigrants Live? 
 

The ‘Population of Total Immigrants’ map below shows that our communities are split into six 

HELP neighbourhoods. Pitt Meadows, in its entirety, is one neighbourhood. It has a small, but 

rapidly growing urban centre with a vast rural area to the north. Maple Ridge’s population is 

just over four times that of Pitt Meadows with urban clusters following the east to west 

directional route of Lougheed Highway and Dewdney Trunk Road.   

As the map below illustrates, the largest population of total immigrants are located in Pitt 

Meadows, then Port Hammond. The population tends to decrease as one moves northeast to 

the more rural regions of Maple Ridge.  

Pitt Meadows, although substantially lower in population, has a much larger proportion of 

immigrants compared to that of Maple Ridge. This could be due to established newcomers 

moving further out to the edge communities of the Lower Mainland where housing costs are 

still relatively low compared to Vancouver and other neighbouring communities. 

Transportation corridors, including bridges, and public train access for individuals that work in 

the city could also add to Pitt Meadows settlement appeal. Agriculture is also an important 

reminder of many newcomers’ homes and many settle close to agricultural land reserves for 

this reason. 

It is important to note that just over one fifth of Pitt Meadows total population are immigrants 

and if Port Hammond is included then both neighbourhoods account for forty three percent of 

the total population of immigrants in Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows. Currently, Port 
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Hammond’s migrant population has slowed considerably with approximately 50 newcomers 

settling there between 2006 and 2011.  

Unlike Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows also hosts the largest population of non-English speaking 

new immigrants with 150 Filipino, 90 South Korean and 50 South East Asians immigrating to this 

community between 2006 and 2011. The population count of new immigrants in Maple Ridge 

mostly consists of individuals from the United Kingdom and United States – sixty three percent 

of new immigrants that settle in Haney North, Haney, North Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge 

East are English speaking while the remaining thirty seven percent include immigrants primarily 

from the Philippines, South Korea and Russia. Therefore, concerted effort to maximize service 

provision and programming is required in adjoining neighbourhoods to the west, while keeping 

in mind accessibility barriers between communities.  

 

Map 1 – Population of Total Immigrants, Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows, Statistic Canada, National Household Survey 2011 
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What Are Newcomers Saying? 

Focus Group I 
 

The first of two focus groups was held in the Maple Ridge Public 

Library in October 2014. There were 17 newcomers attending and 

13 of those individuals have lived in Canada less than 5 years. The 

goal of this focus group was to extract information from 

newcomers regarding gaps in existing resources and services and 

the quality of service provision they receive. 

Two questions were asked:  

1) From your experience, what three settlement supports 

were ‘key’ or worked in your settlement? 

2) From your experience, what three settlement supports 

were challenging in your settlement here in Canada? 

Successful Supports 

The top three settlement supports reported as helpful or 

successful by newcomers to settle in Maple Ridge and Pitt 

Meadows are: 

1) English Language Programs 

2) Family and Friends 

3) Library Services and Public Education System 

Language programs are one of the settlement supports that help 

newcomers settle quickly.  Most participants were engaged in 

formal and informal English language classes and expressed their 

satisfaction and how valuable these programs are.  The language 

programs most valued are the LINC program at ISS of BC, 

conversation circles at the CEED (Community Education on 

Environment & Development) Centre, Family Education and 

Support Centre and English Corner. 

Family is one of the strongest supports for newcomers.  Many newcomers expressed how their 

direct and extended family members were their support system for the first few years which 

could be why services and programs are accessed at a later time.   

Library Services and the Public Education System both received the third highest rating as 

supports for newcomers. Library programs and services are very helpful for newcomers and 

Dream… 
 “I wish my 

mind was 

stronger 

to learn 
English 

faster” 
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provided them with resources for all ages as well as information about other community 

services. The Public Education System (4) provides newcomers with affordable English 

programs and support for their children. 

Challenges 

The top three challenges for newcomers are: 

1) Employment 

2) Language Acquisition  

3) Health 

Almost half of the focus group participants expressed that finding employment is a challenge.  

Foreign professionals have a difficult time finding a job because their experience in Canada is 

nonexistent or their credentials are not recognized, while single parents have more challenges 

gaining employment as child care costs are high. 

Language ability is also a challenge for newcomers, not only to find employment and to 

access services, but also to support their children in school with homework and navigate the 

community within which they live. 

Finding a family doctor, affording dentistry and waitlists for specialists are also challenges.  

Newcomers expressed the need to communicate with specialists, in their own language in 

order to effectively express themselves, which makes this and the lack of available translators 

barriers to medical service provision. 

Recommendations for Challenges 

The following section sets forth the recommendations from participants regarding the 

aforementioned challenges: employment, language and health. 

Employment 

  Volunteering opportunities in their field 

  Evaluation of Educational Credentials 

 Equivalency of work experience and education 

   Financial support for recognition of foreign credentials and upgrading of skills 

   Financial supports to cover child care costs 

Language 

  English programs need to be open to citizens 

  Having a tutor helps a lot in learning a language 

  Make ISS of BC online supports easier to understand for newcomers with lower levels of 

English 

  Watching TV in English helps to increase vocabulary 

  Additional language support even if there is a cost involved.   

Health 

 Make it easier to re-qualify dentists from abroad as they speak other languages. 

 Create a bank of volunteers at the local hospital that speak different languages. 
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Identifying Priorities 

Priorities defined in the first newcomer focus group are employment, language, and health 

needs.   Other needs expressed, but at a lower level, were anxiety and stress related to 

isolation and detachment from the homeland; drivers’ licensing issues, child care costs, 

starting a business, banking, transportation, building a circle of friends, and renting costs.   

Newcomer recommendations to mitigate the employment, health 

and language challenges include: volunteering, evaluation of 

foreign credentials and equivalency, self-help tools such as 

watching TV in English, more financial supports for credential 

recognition and upgrading of skills, and financial supports for child 

care.  It was suggested that immigrant health care professionals 

be fast tracked regarding equivalency of work experience and 

education as they would be an asset to offset language barriers. 

Finally, the creation of a pool of volunteers at hospitals to provide 

translation services when consulting a health care specialists.   

Focus Group II 
 

The second focus group for newcomers was also held in the 

Maple Ridge Public Library in November 2014. There were 12 

newcomers attending with 10 individuals living in Canada less than 

5 years. The first step of the second focus group was to briefly 

review the first focus groups challenges and recommendations 

and then build upon its foundation.  

Challenges 

The top three additional challenges for newcomers are: 

1) Affordable and accessible language education 

2) Easily accessible and available community information 

3) Increase financial supports to pursue post-secondary 

education 

Recommendations for Challenges 

Language Education 

 Language programs for different levels are required for 

immigrants that do not qualify for the LINC program. Also, a 

repository of doctor’s that speak other languages and are 

taking new patients needs to be available and accessible. 

To me 
‘Community’ 

means … 
 “Sharing” 

* 

 “Help teach 

each other” 

* 

“Everybody 

together, 
where we 

live” 
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Community Information  

 Local community and government information, such as, garbage collection, recycling, 

utilities, schools, transportation needs to be available and accessible and hosted in one 

place.  

Education 

 Post-secondary education costs are unaffordable for newcomers, especially temporary 

residents. 

Newcomers were then asked three questions: 

1) What does ‘community’ mean to you? 

2) What is your dream community? 

3) How can ‘we’ help you to transition to be more integrated in our communities? 

“Community”…what does it mean to you? 

Most participants stated that community is a shared space with other people, but also the 

relationships and networks among people, and the support that they give to one another. 

Participants mentioned that Canada and Maple Ridge are a good country and place to live.  

They acknowledged that Canada is a stable and free country and the city is friendly and 

small enough that people can see each other shopping and at public places.  The library is 

considered a community hub where people learn, take advantage of resources, interact with 

other people and build community.  

One participant mentioned that in order to feel community, more supports for mental health 

are needed.  This is the case of an immigrant who had many challenges in settling in Canada, 

especially in language acquisition.  As a consequence, they had employment challenges, felt 

isolated and became depressed. 

Dream Community 

When newcomers were asked what their dream community was more questions than answers 

were reiterated. Many explained what would need to be instituted for a dream community to 

be created. In short, a dream community consists of the following: 

 Feeling heard and able to express 

worries  

 A second family to share with and 

support 

 Connecting with others easily in 

community shops 

 More freedom in Canada compared to 

other countries 

 Maple Ridge – a good place to  

live 

 Library is well loved compared to larger 

cities in Europe  

 Library is a second family  Mental health support 
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How Can We Help You To Transition Into Community? 

It was explained to the focus group participants that “we” refers to the community at large, 

different organizations, the city, service providers, volunteers, and places of worship. The 

following recommendations by participants were noted. 

Recommendations 

Employment 
 Breakdown financial barriers to retraining, increase opportunities to employment,  

streamline process for foreign credentials and foreign work experience 

Racism 

 Extinguish hidden prejudice and discrimination 

Voice 
 Provide opportunities for newcomers to connect with and have a voice regarding 

accreditation or credential recognition with both professional associations and 

government 

Immigration Laws 
  Restructure the immigration process so that it is more effective and affordable 

Housing 

  Provide affordable, safe housing for newcomers while integrating into community 

 

Identifying Priorities 

The second focus group reiterates the recommendations set forth in the first focus group for 

essential services such as accessible language services for all newcomers, accessibility to 

health and translation services, credential recognition and employment, but also suggests that 

awareness and accessibility of services, programs, resources, government information, etc., be 

readily available and easy to find.   

It is clear that not just lack of employment opportunities, but also community wide diversity 

training to help eliminate racism and prevent ethnic clustering, the need to be heard and 

understood, updated immigration laws and safe, affordable housing are also integral to 

newcomer’s successful integration into Canadian communities. Agencies and organizations 

need to continue to advocate for policy change at all levels of government to 

accommodate the changes set forth in the recommendations above. It is imperative that we 

provide opportunities for their voice to be heard, in community and to government, in order to 

create positive change. 

Surveys 

A total of three surveys were collected from newcomer respondents in the fall and winter of 

2014/15. Combined, 26 respondents completed these surveys, and were asked five questions 
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that included their country of origin, language spoken at home, how long they have lived in 

Canada and their challenges and successes while living here. The following five charts are 

based on the cumulative responses for all survey questions. The red line across columns 

indicates cut off values for the top five positions related to each question. 

 

 Iran and Korea 

were represented 

more than all 

other countries. 

 Sri Lanka, 

Afghanistan and 

Japan were the 

third largest 

representations of 

the survey 

respondents. 

 Sixteen different 

countries were 

represented in 

this survey. 

 

  

 The following chart 

shows that Farsi 

and Korean, like 

the countries they 

are spoken in, 

account for the 

languages most 

spoken at home. 

 Twelve different 

languages were 

represented in this 

survey. 

Chart 1: State the country you immigrated from. 

Chart 2: State the language spoken at home. 
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 Nine individuals 

have taken 

residence in 

Canada within 

the last five years. 

 Seventeen 

respondents have 

been living in 

Canada for over 

five years with the 

majority of 

individuals 

checking over 

fifteen years. 

 

Chart 3: State the length of time you have been in Canada. 

 
 

 

 

 

 The following chart 

shows that the top 

five challenges are 

employment, 

language, cultural 

adjustment, 

transportation and 

general education. 

 Employment, 

language and 

education echo 

the challenges 

sited in both 

Newcomer Focus 

Groups. 

Chart 4: What are the top 5 challenges that you have experienced when 

immigrating to Maple Ridge or Pitt Meadows? 
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Identifying Priorities 

The newcomer survey describes a sample population that is ethnically diverse with many 

differing cultures settling in our communities. Approximately one third of respondents are very 

new immigrants. Accessing community services is observed to be a tremendous success for 

many newcomers.  

Even though sixty six percent of surveyed respondents have been in Canada for over five 

years, compared to twenty one percent of all focus group participants, the challenges, 

education, employment and language barriers, remain more or less consistent among both 

datasets over relatively long periods of time. It is interesting to note that while health is a 

challenge for newcomers that participated in the focus groups it is less noteworthy in the 

surveys. One factor that could play into this anomaly could be the amount of time that a 

newcomer has been in Canada and/or our communities, meaning the longer immigrants live 

in Canada, the better access they have to health services. 

 

 

 

 

 Top five 

successes show 

that accessing 

services is 

overwhelmingly 

the top spot. 

 Food (nutrition / 

cooking) and 

health services 

are top second 

choices. 

 Shopping, 

transportation 

and children’s 

education are 

equally top third 

successes.  

Chart 5: What are the top 5 successes that you have experienced when immigrating to 

Maple Ridge or Pitt Meadows? 
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What are Service Providers 

Saying? 

Focus Group III – Immigrant Integration to Service Provision 
 

The first of two focus groups for service providers was held in the Maple Ridge Public Library in 

February 2015. There were 17 representatives from agencies and organizations throughout 

Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows. Many of the participants are also members of the Local 

Immigration Partnership, demonstrating their support and commitment for better integration of 

immigrants into our communities.  

The first part of the workshop consisted of a service provider inter-cultural self-assessment and 

a review of the results from a previous dialogue with service providers in 2013 under the 

Welcoming Communities program. After reviewing the recommendations outlined under 

Welcoming Communities three questions were asked of the focus group participants. 

1) What are the strategies that are most effective to reach out to newcomers? 

2) What are the gaps in services and barriers for newcomers to access your organization? 

3) What do you need in your toolbox? 

 

Effective Strategies to Reach Out to Newcomers 

 Look at similarities rather than 

differences 

 Create an newcomers email distribution 

list to disseminate information to 

 Use simple wording in marketing; utilize 

community connections & networks 

 Utilize Welcome Wagon as first point of 

contact 

 Utilize libraries as a central hub of 

information 

 Giving full attention to clients – ‘being 

present’ 

 Respect & be curious about immigrants 

culture and beliefs 

 Understand our cultural bias & the role 

that immigrants see in service providers 

 Identifying & attending places of 

gathering for newcomers 

 Create safe & non-judgmental 

relationships 

Cultural & community events  Local media to advertise programs, 

services and events. 
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Gaps in Service and Barriers to Newcomers in Accessing Service Providers 

GAPS BARRIERS RECOMMENDATIONS 

Interpretation & translation 

services for newcomers with low 

level language skills 

 

Low level language skills for 

newcomers inhibits community 

connections 

 

Create database of volunteers to assist 

with translation & interpretation 

services; service providers collectively 

fund translation services to cut costs 

Funding for agencies and 

organizations to build staffing 

capacity to become involved in 

initiatives or connect with 

newcomers at events  

Lack of resources and limited 

staff for service providers to 

attend cultural events to connect 

with newcomers 

Advocate to funders of newcomer 

service providers to increase funding to 

support community development 

within this sector 

Tool to enhance awareness of 

newcomer services & programs 

and to simply process to connect 

with service provision 

Newcomers are confused and 

experience difficulty navigating 

complicated service delivery 

system 

 Create orientation &/or network 
sessions at library to increase 
awareness of services & programs 

 Create translated brochures  and 
newcomer packages outlining 
services, programs and resources 
available to them and where they are 
located 

Method for service providers to 

connect with newcomers 

Service providers are ready to 

serve newcomer populations but 

don’t know how to reach them 

 Create orientation &/or network 
sessions at library to increase access 
to newcomer populations 

 Create translated brochures  and 
newcomer packages outlining 
available services, programs and 
resources and their location 

Instrument for service providers 

to understand immigrant 

categories and prerequisites 

Service Providers have limited 

awareness of immigrant 

categories and prerequisites for 

accessing services which causes 

confusion 

Create brochure  or document outlining 

categories and services that each 

newcomer category can access 

Newcomers are underserviced  Newcomers cultural beliefs 

regarding specific services, i.e., 

stigma related to mental health, 

impacts newcomers accessing 

services 

Service providers are sensitive to 

cultural beliefs and use of language to 

reduce stigma associated with mental 

health services 
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Service Provider Toolbox Needs – Recommendations (Numbers indicate how many 

groups chose the item in the toolbox) 

 

3 Creation of a one-stop shop/multicultural hub 

 

3 Cultural Diversity Training for staff 

 

2 Multi-language promotions and programs/services information 

 

2 Affordable translation/interpretation services in person and online 

 

1 A mechanism to inform differing levels of government what is needed on the ground 

so appropriate funding can be channeled where newcomers need it most 

1 Use Welcome Wagon to distribute community and service provider resource 

packages to newcomers 

1 Embracing positive, compassionate attitudes 

 

1 Utilize community connections and networks to inform self and newcomers of services 

and programs 

1 Orientation and network session for service providers and community at library to 

create awareness of services and programs 

 

Identifying Priorities 

The Immigrant Integration to Service Provision dialogue with service providers gave significant 

amounts of meaningful information about what is currently working for organizations in relation 

to supports and ways of reaching out to immigrants. The focus group also identified gaps, 

barriers and potential recommendations to support them.  

There are twelve ways documented as effective strategies to reach out to newcomers. The 

listed gaps, barriers and potential cost effective recommendations also support effective 

strategies to reach out to newcomers; guide newcomers and service providers through a 

complicated system of delivery service; create the capacity within all community to support 

newcomers through a patient and compassionate lens; distribute information effectively to 

newcomers and service providers; and hone in on volunteers skills to provide interpretation 

and translation services. 

The creation of a multicultural hub and cultural diversity training are the two most important 

tools in the service provider’s toolbox, followed by providing all materials in several languages 

and supporting newcomers with translation and interpretation services in person and online.  
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Focus Group IV- Service Provider’s Taking Action for Immigrant 

Needs 
 

The last of two service provider focus groups was held in the Maple Ridge Public Library in 

March 2015. There were 10 representatives from agencies and organizations throughout 

Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows. Many of the participants are also members of the Local 

Immigration Partnership Council, demonstrating their support and commitment for better 

integration of immigrants in Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows.  

The first part of the focus group consisted of presenting the results from the previous focus 

group in February. Upon completion of the review from the previous dialogue, service 

providers supported the idea of a need for a multicultural hub where newcomers and 

immigrants can access information and services.    The following suggestions were made 

available: 

 Find alternative ways to partner with First Nations Communities (off-reserve) to create 

together a shared space for resources and services for these two communities.  

 At point of entry, when arriving into Canada. Many immigrants from different parts of 

the world arrive in Vancouver after business hours and they are not able to access the 

Community Airport Newcomer Network (CANN) booth where information about 

essential services for newcomers is located.  In addition, this program only provides 

information about larger centres in the Metro Vancouver area and not Maple Ridge 

and Pitt Meadows. The group suggested that the Local Immigration Partnership, in 

collaboration with other LIPs, request CIC to insert information into individuals landing 

documents for newcomers so they are informed when the CANN kiosk at the airport is 

open, as well as, where they can find essential services in Maple Ridge and Pitt 

Meadows.  It was recommended that Border Officers complete diversity training and 

fully understand how to direct newcomers to the correct first point of contact. 

 Many service providers supported the idea of libraries as the first point of contact for 

newcomers. A “welcome corner” could be created where information on available 

services, programs and resources could be accessed by newcomers.  

Two important resources that would be included at first point of contact, or a hub, are the 

asset maps currently being developed by the LIPs project and an essential services brochure.  

The asset maps will also be incorporated into a resource brochure and available in varying 

languages in print format.   

Local ethnic community newspapers (Korean, Russian, Chinese, Spanish, and Farsi) are an 

important form of media to connect with newcomers and have been identified as resources 

that can be made more accessible at both libraries. Currently, news media publishers are 

reluctant to deliver their newspapers to Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge due to low readership; 

however, the libraries from Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows could request them which may 

make it easier to gain access to them. 
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The second half of the focus group consisted of several groups of service providers choosing 

their top five picks from the gaps and barriers information and the service provider toolbox 

information. Three of the five chosen datasets will be used to set service provider priorities to 

decrease gaps and barriers and increase service provider’s capacity to better support 

newcomers in Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows.   

Identifying Priorities  

Top Three Gaps & Barriers for Newcomers to Access Services 

In order to identify the top three gaps and barriers for newcomers accessing services and 

programs the chosen priorities had to be weighted. The reason for this is that several of the 

same priorities showed up throughout the top five picks and, at times more than one and up 

to three groups, chose the same priority. 

The following are the top three gaps and barriers choices by groups: 

1) Newcomers do not know what organizations provide newcomer services. 

2) Service providers are ready to serve newcomers but don’t know where to reach them. 

3) Language barriers for newcomers. Newcomers not being able to speak in English and 

service providers not being able to speak a second language. 

Eight more individual responses from service providers were gathered at the March LIPs 

Council meeting as they were not able to attend the second Service Provider Focus Group. 

These responses have been detailed below and were not included in the group responses 

because they have more weight when compared to groupings. The individual responses 

support two of the top three picks for gaps and barriers listed above.  

The following are the top three gaps and barriers choices by individual response: 

 

1) Language barriers for newcomers. Newcomers not being able to speak in English and 

service providers not being able to speak a second language. 

2) Newcomers do not know what organizations are and the services they provide. 

3) Services for isolated senior immigrants are limited. 

    Top Three Service Provider Toolbox Needs 

Again, the top three toolbox needs required weighting for the same reason as above.  

The following are the top three service provider toolbox needs by group: 

1) The creation of a one-stop shop/multicultural hub. 

2) Embracing positive attitudes: compassion, patience, non-judgement, open-

mindedness, and willingness to listen. 

3) Packages for newcomers at the Libraries. 

The top three service provider toolbox needs by individual are as listed: 

1) Affordable translation and interpretation of services; certified and non-certified.  

2) The creation of a one-stop shop/multicultural hub. 

3) Multi-language promotional materials and program and services information. 
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Asset Mapping 
The maps below consists of three parts. The bottom portion is a map of the six neighbourhoods 

that comprise Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows and Katzie. The legend shows all the layers of the 

map that can be ‘turned on’ and ‘off’. The icons on the legend that read ‘Multicultural 

Events’, ‘Services’ and ‘Places of Worship’ have been turned off in order to better understand  

where programs and services are located, if they are meeting the need of the 

neighbourhoods’ newcomer population, what the barriers of access might be, and if there are 

any gaps in programming. Other map features are also present including water features, road 

networks, outlines of the neighbourhoods and a few assets, considered essential to most 

because they generally act as a ‘hub’ in the neighbourhood or relate to health – Hospitals 

and Public Health, Recreation and Leisure Centres and Libraries. The inset map is a blow out of 

the downtown core in Maple Ridge where many assets are densely populated and 

consequently located, if not in the same building or within a block or two of each other. The 

inset allows an individual to see many more icons, without zooming in too much, for the 

majority are hidden under each other on the larger map. 

Where Are Programs Located? 
 

The asset map below shows locations of programs throughout Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows. 

The programs are the yellow icons dispersed mostly among major road arteries and localized 

in the urban core of Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge. In some cases, when programs are 

located on major traffic routes the convenience of public transit can make them easily 

accessible. For many individuals living in rural areas of our communities it is very difficult to 

access programs if one does not drive, can’t afford to drive or has a disability. Ideally, 

programs should be situated close to central hubs, such as schools or community centres, to 

be accessible to seniors, single parents and disabled individuals.  

The mapped programs are either universal programs offered to all or are specific to the 

newcomer population. The yellow icons that are outliers are StrongStart Centres located in 

several elementary schools in our communities. Other programs include, English Language, 

Parenting, Settlement programs and Multicultural Women’s Groups. As is evident, North Pitt 

Meadows, which is actually North Maple Ridge, and Maple Ridge East share one program 

between them, the two largest neighbourhoods of all. Vacant space for programs and 

services is an issue in many areas of these neighbourhoods that are located close to road 

arteries for this is where dramatic residential development is occurring. Many sub-

neighbourhoods don’t have parks, schools, or completed infrastructure as of yet. Pitt 

Meadows is also experiencing growing pains as development moves away from the core and 

south towards the Fraser River. Public transit does not service that area and individuals who do 

not drive are required to access other forms of transportation to access services and 

programs. 
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Map 2 Asset Map of Programs in Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows 

Where Are Services Located? 
 

The map below shows locations of services throughout Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows. The 

services are the green icons dispersed, once again, among major road arteries and localized 

in the urban core of Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge. Again, accessibility to services, due to 

lack of public transportation can cause issues for the elderly, low income, single parents, etc. .  

The mapped services, such as libraries, government, community and leisure centres, clothing 

banks, volunteer organizations and centres, and essential services listed in above are 

accessible to all but the majority of services are specific to the newcomer population. The 

ratio of services to programs is 3:1, yet, the pattern of services is almost identical to the map of 

programs. Affordable space to operate services does not currently exist in Maple Ridge and 

Pitt Meadows and many nonprofits don’t have the capacity to expand service provision.  
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Map 3 Asset Map of Services in Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows 

What Are The Visual Gaps? 
 

Both maps are speaking the same language. Newcomers are facing grave accessibility issues 

accessing services and programs due to high residential development, lack of public 

transportation to outlying and rural areas and lack of available space in neighbourhoods that 

need services and programs the most, i.e., Maple Ridge North and East and Pitt Meadows. 

Gaps in service provision and programming do exist, in part due to the geography of our 

communities and two major transit corridors that dissect them east to west, to the north our 

communities are primarily rural and to the south and east rapid residential development with 

few services, including public schools, exist. Many agencies and organizations are also 
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underfunded and are already operating at maximum funding capacity; they do not have the 

capital to expand services and programs. 

Identifying Priorities  

Currently, Pitt Meadows is situated as the neighbourhood with the highest need for service 

provision and programming. With, by far, the highest number of non-English speaking 

immigrants combined with the highest number of total immigrants out of all six 

neighbourhoods and the fewest services and programs locally available to newcomers, Pitt 

Meadows requires special attention. Further study of Pitt Meadows is required to understand if 

its newcomers are accessing services across the bridge in Port Coquitlam or if they are utilizing 

the services and programs available to immigrants in Maple Ridge. Creating awareness of 

options available to these newcomers in Pitt Meadows is high priority, along with an action 

plan to create awareness and break down barriers to accessing services and programs, if they 

are not already being accessed. Service provides should continue to effectively collaborate 

on projects and perhaps look at an integrated hub model of service delivery in Pitt Meadows. 

Although Pitt Meadows is a high priority neighbourhood, other areas discussed above in 

Maple Ridge should continue to be readily supported, especially the rural and developing 

areas due to the overall high numbers of community members that live there.  
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Concluding Remarks 
The LIPs Council members require more information regarding settlement patterns and service 

acquisition in Pitt Meadows prior to instituting an action plan. It is extremely important to know 

where these newcomers are accessing services, if at all. More exploration into this matter is 

required to better understand if Port Coquitlam or Tri Cities are supporting these residents and 

meeting their needs. 

As mentioned in the introduction, this reports aims to inform the LIPs Council members of the 

needs of our communities in supporting newcomers. This research has been conducted to 

inform Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows valuable stakeholders to better understand the gaps, 

barriers, successes, needs and priorities that the newest members of our community require in 

order to be healthy, happy, engaged and productive individuals. Through collaborative 

partnerships between agencies and organizations that support newcomers many of the 

recommendations in this report can be implemented at a cost savings and include: creating 

awareness of programs and services between services providers and for newcomers; more 

options for newcomers to connect with other community members; diversity training for 

community and front line workers; creating a bank of volunteers that speak other languages 

for interpretation and translation services; and utilizing the list of ‘Effective Strategies to Reach 

Out to Newcomers’ on page 23 of this report. 

Although funding for the creation of a multicultural hub currently does not exist it is evident 

that there is space in the Maple Ridge library for newcomers to meet and connect with other 

community members; be introduced to community information brochures and packages; and 

access ethnic media in varying languages. This space could also be utilized for orientation 

sessions for service providers and newcomers to provide a bridge to each other and to 

available services, programs and resources. 

Many of the priorities and recommendations that came out of the Newcomer Focus Groups 

centre on provincial and federal government policy frameworks. These include funding for 

and access to post-secondary education, immigration policies including evaluation of 

education credentials and equivalency of work experience and education, safe and 

affordable housing initiatives, and access to free and/or low cost English language classes for 

new Canadian citizens. The Local Immigration Partnership Council will need to advocate to 

officials, on behalf of newcomers, for these important changes to be prioritized. 

The realizations transcribed in this report will also support you, one of the most important 

people in a newcomer’s life, by understanding what our communities and neighbourhoods 

newest community members need from you – as a public agency, organization, business, 

government representative or active member of our communities, as well as, what you require 

by means of support and tools to help you in the important work you do. 

 

 


